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To make a galaxy of several thousand
planets, the Asylamba Influence game is a
real-time strategy game with elements of
the puzzle genre. The new player can jump
directly into the campaign by playing as a
single leader. To build an empire, one must
choose a starting civilization, develop his
planet and raise its population. Control
additional systems by establishing various
buildings and trade routes. With an
evolving system and a star-based map, the
Asylamba Influence game creates an
atmosphere and a unique narrative for the
player. The real-time development of the
Asylamba Influence game and its new
player can be a great puzzle. The player
will have the opportunity to grow a
civilization and to play as a great galactic
leader. The Asylamba Influence game will
immerse the player in a galactic conflict of
very high stakes. The selected civilization
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will pave the way into the future with the
use of technology and art. In order to
survive, the player will have to work hard
for a goal that will change the entire
galaxy. Explore a galaxy of several
thousand planets in the Asylamba
Influence real-time strategy game: - Play as
your civilization to control entire sectors of
the galactic map - Build structures and
communicate with other actors of the
galaxy to strengthen your position and to
receive gifts - Guide your planets to
develop more quickly or to face extinction -
Develop new technologies to shape your
world in ways you have never imagined Set
in the world of a living simulation, the
Asylamba Influence game will immerse you
in a galactic conflict of very high stakes.
The Galactic High Council have chosen one
civilization to become the future of the
entire galaxy. The mighty Imperial Order
will emerge victorious and will be the one
to lead the galaxy. The Asylamba Influence
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game is a real-time strategy game in the
puzzle genre, with elements of the sim /
sandbox genre. Features: - The real-time
strategy game Asylamba Influence: Step
into the shoes of a leader of the Galactic
High Council to acquire control of the
galaxy! - A living sim game: There is a
Galactic Society and many different
factions and civilizations. - Prove your
might in a game of galactic superpower:
The game is a challenge for the player and
with his exploits, he will lead his civilization
forward to victory. - Play as one of the six
civilizations: Your Asylamba Influence
game starts with the choice of one of the
six civilizations: an alien peaceful race, the

Asylamba: Influence Features Key:

Influence your team and your targets by stacking
While you carry 4 Influence tokens, all your targets are highlighted in Influence asylamba game
client.

Influence you have obtained in a single round is not available at next round.

Influence your team and your targets by stacking
Influence has to be stacked:

One target has only one influence at a time.
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You have gained at most three influence per round.
You can add influence to other targets only.
Iters of Influence are defined separately for each round.
Influence is added to your targets immediately.

League system
After the game starts, you can register with new influence.

Influence is gain and lost in the lead of online games.

Influence will be lost in the 13th or 72nd level of League.

Influence league

You can start two separate leagues, League 1 and League 2

Each league uses its own Influence leaderboard

Influence leaderboard

Leaderboard used from Influence Leaderboard 1v1.
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